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Dear Baby Lab Families,
2019 was a fun, active and successful year for the Princeton Baby Lab at the
Department of Psychology at Princeton University! We have continued to conduct
studies investigating how infants and young children learn and develop. These
studies have helped us to gain new insights into the way children, as young as a few
hours old, learn about the world around them. This newsletter contains summaries
of just some of the research studies we conducted this year!
Developmental research is expanding at Princeton with the addition of research by
Professor Tania Lombrozo who studies explanation and exploration in young
children. Therefore, in 2019 we expanded to include the Big Kid Lab and studies for
young children (3-8 years old).
We are also running studies in some local hospitals on very young infants in their
first few days after birth or while they are premature. These studies are investigating
the origins of the amazing learning abilities infants have and how preterm birth can
affect them.
Most importantly, none of this research is possible without the participation of
families like yours. If you are receiving this newsletter, you probably contributed time
and effort to support our science. THANK YOU! We could not do this without you
and your Tiny Tigers. We rely on the local community and we are deeply grateful to
families who have visited the Baby Lab. Your efforts have made significant
contributions to our understanding of child development.
To this end, we’d love if you could spread the word about the Princeton Baby Lab
and Big Kid Lab! If you know someone new to town with children, please send them
our way! If you have a new addition to the family, we’d love to study how they are
learning and developing.
We hope you enjoy reading about the research you have been part of!
Dr. Lauren Emberson and Dr. Casey Lew-Williams
Co-directors
Princeton Baby Lab

New addition to the family?
Have friends with babies?
Never been to the Baby Lab?
We're always excited to have new
participants and families in to see us!

If you're interested in visiting the Baby Lab, please
email us at babylab@princeton.edu,
call us at 609-258-6577 or sign up on our website at
babylab.princeton.edu

Get to know our researchers!
“When you were younger, what did you want to be when
you grew up?”
Sagi Jaffe Dax
Postdoc
“A vet or a journalist. Maybe I’ll still be one of
those.”
Chris Potter
Postdoc
“I wanted to be a kindergarten teacher because
that seemed like a good way to be able to keep
playing with toys. Turns out I found a different
way to do that!”
Yaelan Jung
Postdoc
“I wanted to become a pilot, a painter who has
paints with all the colors, and also the owner of an
ice cream shop!”

Elise Piazza
Postdoc
“When I was younger, I wanted to be a
professional clarinetist.”
Jessica Kosie
Postdoc
“I wanted to be a dancer when I grew
up. I actually spent a few years teaching
dance and then performing at Walt
Disney World before starting college!”

Felicia Zhang
Graduate student
“When I was younger, I wanted to become a
teacher because when I first moved to Canada, I
didn’t speak any English, so I hated going to
school. However, all of the teachers I had during
my first year in Canada were extremely patient and
kind with me and I eventually looked forward to
going to school every single day.”

Tracy Reuter
Graduate student
“When I was young, I wanted to be a scuba
diver (which I pronounced “scooper diver”)
because I loved to swim.”

Sori Baek
Graduate Student
“I wanted to be a moon-expert astronaut
who is also secretly a K-pop star!”

Mira Nancheva
Graduate Student
“I wanted to be a flute player because my
parents were musicians and there was an
elegant lady who played the flute at a
concert!”

Sammy Floyd
Graduate Student
“I wanted to be a bus driver!”

Crystal Lee
Graduate Student
“I wanted to be an animator when I was a
kid!”

Anna Herbolzheimer
Research Specialist
“I wanted to be a doctor when I
was younger!”

Juliana Trach
Lab Manager
“I wanted to be an archaeologist.”

Annie Schwartzstein
Lab Manager
“For a while, I wanted to be the
President. But then I decided it would
be more fun to be an interior designer!”

What have we learned from
your visits to the Baby
Lab?
Whenever you and your Tiny Tigers come to the lab, our
researchers collect valuable data that they then use to
answer big questions about childhood learning.
Because of your incredible support and commitment,
we’ve been able to get a little further in answering the
following questions this year!

Age Range: 4-10 months old
How do babies learn which emotions go together?
Mira Nencheva, Richard Peng, Casey Lew-Williams, & Diana Tamir
Our emotions are constantly changing – we call these emotional transitions
- going from feeling one emotion to feeling a different emotion. When we
interact with others, we can often predict what they might feel next – in fact,
we do this so effortlessly that we might not notice. For example, if your friend
is happy about a recent vacation they went on, you’d likely be surprised if
they suddenly got angry without any apparent reason. You would be
surprised, because you predicted that if your friend is happy, they would
continue to feel positive emotions. How do we know this?
It turns out that (luckily) adult’s emotional transitions are not quite random –
we transition between similar emotions more often than between wildly
different ones. However, this is not the case for young babies – based on
parent reports, infants go between emotions somewhat randomly (they could
be smiling one minute and crying the next). As they get older, they become
more similar to adults.

How do babies become more similar to adults and learn which emotions go
together in the adult world? It turns out that at seven months they are already
learning this. We showed babies short video clips of an actress transitioning
between different facial expressions – for example, she may start the video

smiling and then make a sad face. Infants responded differently to videos
showing transitions between similar (e.g. sad and angry) vs. different (e.g.
sad and happy) emotions, suggesting that they’ve already learned
something about which emotions go together!
How did they learn this? We asked parents about their own and their child’s
emotion transitions. While adults on average have quite consistent and
similar emotion transitions, small idiosyncratic differences in the likelihood of
going between different emotions affected how the infants were responding
to videos showing the same transition. This suggests that babies learn about
emotions at least in part from interacting with their caregivers!

Age Range: 6-7 months old
What does a baby's brain do when a baby makes
predictions about future events?
Sori Baek, Sagi Jaffe-Dax, & Lauren Emberson
Babies are really, really good at making predictions about the future, and pay
attention to things that do not go as they expected! But what is going on in
the baby's brains when this happens? In this study, we let babies watch some
videos that are either predictable or unpredictable. While babies watched
these videos, we used fNIRS to record from their brain. In adults, frontal lobe
(area near the forehead) and parietal lobe (area slightly behind the top of the
head) are usually associated with attention. So, we wanted to test whether
frontal and parietal lobes are active in the brain when babies watch
unpredictable videos. So far, we have found that the frontal and parietal
lobes are more active when babies are watching unpredictable videos. It
looks like babies are paying more attention when things are unpredictable
using similar brain areas as adults!

Age Range: 6-8 months old
How does prior experience shape visual perception in
infants?
Yaelan Jung, Naiqi G. Xiao, Anna Herbolzheimer, & Lauren Emberson
What babies encounter in their daily life has a large impact on how they
perceive the world in their adulthood. For example, adults who grew up
without being exposed to any Caucasian faces in their childhood are more
likely to struggle at recognizing Caucasian faces compared to faces from
their own race. Also, it will be a very easy task to distinguish the ‘r’ sound
from the ‘l’ sound if you grew up in an English-speaking family, but it will be
more challenging if you were not exposed to these sounds as a child. This
study looks to investigate the underlying mechanisms of this effect, asking
how prior experience shapes perception in infants, and what about their
experience allows this impact to last in a long term.
In a version of this study that we conducted last year, we found that
knowledge from prior experience shapes perception in infants. We created
an association where a particular sound predicts the direction of the motion
that babies are about to see. For example, after hearing Sound A, babies
saw a bunch of dots moving toward the right. When they heard Sound B,
they saw dots moving toward the left. After babies saw this association
multiple times, we tested whether they learned this relationship by presenting
the sound with random motion. To our surprise, we found that being exposed
to such association immediately guide their looking behavior. That is, their
gaze was moving toward the direction that the sound predicted in the
learning phase, which implies babies perceived this direction, even though
the dots were moving randomly in the display.
In the version of this study we are running this year, we aim to explore further
whether such learning experience has a long-term effect on infants’
perception. To tackle this question, we are trying to see if we can find
evidence of learning when infants have different time gaps between their
learning experience and testing. These time gaps can be right after the
learning phase, after a 10-minute break from the learning phase, and/or 24
hours after the initial learning. Once we observe their learning (or failure of
learning), we plan to further examine what makes certain experience has a

long-term impact on perception in infants. Altogether, we’re hoping that the
results of this study will help us understand how experience as a child
influences perception later in life.
We are in the early stage of data collection, so stay tuned for what we are
finding in this study! If any of your family member is 6-7-month-old (or soonto-be 6-7-month-old), we would love you and your little family member to join
our study and see lots of dots with us! Thank you for participating our study
and helping us to understand how babies perceive the world!

Age Range: 7-9 months old
Decoding Object Representations in Young Infants
using fNIRS
Lauren Emberson, Richard Aslin, Vik R. Bejjanki, Laurie Bayet, Sagi JaffeDax, Jennifer Jaime, Claire Kabdebon, Claire Robertson, Alice Wang, Naiqi
Xiao, Benjamin Zinszer, Annie Schwartzstein, and Anna Herbolzheimer
As babies learn about the world, they develop representations of different
categories of objects in the brain. For example, children learn that a Beagle
and a Greyhound are both representations of dogs. Uncovering object
representations in infancy is necessary in understanding the organization,
nature, and limits of mental representations early in life, and how these
representations change with as they grow. However, measuring the
representation of multiple objects, particularly within a single infant, is very
difficult.
In order to tackle this problem, we have begun an experiment in the Baby
Lab that hopes to collect lots of data from each baby who participates in our
study. Over 4-5 sessions, infants will view 8 familiar objects (things like
babies, hands, books, and shoes) while we passively record their brain
activity using fNIRS. Each object is represented by two exemplars presented
in different viewpoints (for example, a Greyhound and a Beagle to represent
Dogs). Objects were chosen to be highly familiar to young infants based on
previous research findings and parental report. In addition, the stimuli have
been normed for brightness and colorfulness both by computers and by our
helpful families on Facebook!
This project is ongoing, and we are in the middle of analyzing data. Thank
you to all of our families who have participated so far!

Age Range: 7-12 months old
Can Prior Experience Shape the Way Infants
View Ambiguous Images?
Fernanda Fernandez, Niaqi G. Xiao, Anna Herbolzheimer, & Lauren
Emberson
As infants navigate the world around them, they encounter many new objects
that at first may be difficult to identify. Previous neuroimaging research
suggests that prior experience may change how infants perceive these
ambiguous items, but we haven’t seen this effect represented in infant
looking behavior.
In this study, we aimed to see if prior experience could affect the way infants
looked at ambiguous images. We used a Rubin’s Vase optical illusion, which
is composed of two faces at either side with a vase in the middle. We began
by showing infants age 7 to 12 months either an unambiguous face image
or an unambiguous vase image. Each type of image was presented along
with its own musical tone. Once infants had time to learn the association
between the tone and the image, we tested whether this knowledge would
shape how they looked at the optical illusion.
To measure whether infants looked to the faces or the vase, we compared
whether their eye movements were mainly horizontal or whether their eye
movements were mainly vertical. Up and down eye movements suggested
infants were looking at the vase while left and right eye movements
suggested they looked at the faces. We found that when infants were
presented with the optical illusion, infants did look more to the faces when
they heard the tone associated with faces. Similarly, infants looked more to
the vase when they heard the tone associated with vases. This indicates that
infants’ perception around the ages of 7 to 12 months can be biased by prior
experience, which is similar to how adults perceive the world.

Age Range: 9-14 months, 3.5-4.5 years old
Neural synchrony predicts word learning from
storybooks
Elise Piazza, Ariella Cohen, Juliana Trach, & Casey Lew-Williams
Kids learn best when they’re socially engaged with caregivers. For example,
we already know that children learn new words better in the context of joint
book reading than passive listening. What are the neural mechanisms
behind this impact of social interaction on learning?
Previous research on adults has shown that the stronger the correlation (or
“neural coupling”) between a storyteller’s brain activity and a listener’s brain
activity, the better the listener tends to understand the story. This research
was very exciting, but it unfortunately required adults to lie down motionless
inside an MRI scanner. Thus, to study this process of neural coupling in
children during face-to-face communication, we developed a new dual-brain
neuroimaging system using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), a
highly safe technique that measures blood flow throughout the brain.
In a recent study, we measured adults’ and 12-month-old infants’ brain
activity while they played together and found that when they were
communicating directly with each other, their brain activity became
synchronized. However, an important question remained about the basic
value and purpose of examining neural synchrony: does neural synchrony
predict young children’s learning in real time?
In the current study, again using dual-brain fNIRS, we simultaneously
measured the brain activity of 4-year-old children and an adult experimenter,
who read aloud a digitally presented, custom-designed storybook. The
narrative of the story (which focused on a girl traveling through space)
exposed the participants to four novel object-label associations, and we later
tested their learning of these words via a touchscreen.
We found that learning was correlated with time-locked neural synchrony
across children—a measure of engagement with the story structure—in brain
areas previously shown to be involved in high-level story comprehension in
adults, such as the parietal cortex. Unfortunately, we were not well-equipped
to measure adult-child synchrony because of a signal quality issue, but

children who learned the words better did have slightly stronger neural
synchrony with adults in the frontal lobe. We were surprised that children
were able to learn quite complex information from these stories, including
character motives and object functions, reinforcing the idea that naturalistic,
real-life paradigms are highly effective for studying engagement and learning
in lab settings. This study is an important step toward understanding how
adults help children’s brains to extract structure from their everyday learning
environments.

Age Range: 10-13 months, 5 years old, adults
Do babies and kids see the world the same way adults
do?
Sagi Jaffe-Dax, Chris Potter, Tiffany Leung, Casey Lew-Williams, & Lauren
Emberson
Sometimes, our brain plays tricks on us, and what we think we see isn’t
exactly what’s in front of us. We know that adults tend to think new things
look more like things that they’ve already seen - for example, if they’ve seen
a lot of big circles, and then they see a small circle, they think the new circle
is bigger than it actually is. We wanted to know whether babies and children
are also relying on their memories when they see new objects, or if they’re
just paying attention to what’s in front of them.
In this study, we asked 1-year-old babies, 5-year-old children, and Princeton
undergrads to do the exact same task. They all saw pairs of brightly colored
pinwheels appear and disappear on a screen and learned that when they
looked at where the more colorful item had been (see below), they would get
to hear a sound. This allowed us to see how well they could tell which
pinwheel was more colorful. We found that babies and children were actually
BETTER at finding the more colorful pinwheel. Also, we found that adults
were relying more on their memories of all of the pinwheels that they had
seen throughout the study. So, we were able to see how people’s visual
perception changes with age, and how memory plays an increasing role in
our perception as we grow. We think that this ability to “live in the moment”
– to experience new events with fewer predetermined expectations – might
be something that helps babies and children learn things (for example, new
languages) that are very different than things that they’ve experienced
before, but it also might make it harder for them to learn things where they
have to keep track of information that they’ve already seen (like reading).

Age Range: 2 years old
Do toddlers know multiple names for the same
object?
Chris Potter, Kennedy Casey, Ellie Breitfeld, & Casey Lew-Williams
Many times, we can use more than one word to refer to the same object –
dog or puppy for your favorite pet, jacket or coat for the thing you wear when
it’s cold outside, candy or lollipop for a yummy treat. Adults have no trouble
realizing that there can be more than one label for the same thing, but do
kids get confused?
In this study, we tested 2-year-olds’ knowledge of common objects that have
more than one name. They saw pairs of pictures and heard sentences talking
about one of the pictures (like Where’s the lollipop? or Can you find the
candy?). We wanted to know if toddlers were able to recognize the object
and look to the correct picture when they heard these different names.

We found that overall, children were really good at looking to the correct
picture when they heard either name for the object- they recognized that the
sweet treat could be called by more than one name. But they did find it a little
easier to look at the right object when we used the word that they heard more
often (like candy) instead of the less common name (lollipop). So, toddlers
show that they can in fact learn two names for the same object, but how well
they understand the names and recognize the associated objects depends
on how often they hear those words at home.

Age Range: 2-3 years old
Do children prioritize eye gaze to learn new verbs?
Crystal Lee & Casey Lew-Williams
Learning words is a very hard task. In a new environment with a bunch of
new objects you haven’t seen before, how are you supposed to know what
a new word refers to? This is a big issue children face as they acquire
language. Previous work has found that a variety of cues help children find
the meanings of words. These include how often they hear an object and
word pairing (e.g., seeing a dog and hearing dog), as well as social
information like joint eye gaze to an object between a caregiver and child. In
this study, we’re looking at whether kids preferentially use social information
to learn words, over other cues like the frequency of object-word pairings. To
test this, we created an eye-tracking experiment for two to three-year-olds
that teaches them four novel actions, two at a time. We vary whether children
have access to social information during learning. If they do, an informant on
the screen turns her head and gazes at each video doing the action and
labels them (e.g., “She’s wugging”). If they don’t, they see the same screen
of two videos showing novel actions and hear the corresponding label, just
without the informant. Using an eye-tracker, we will measure how long
children look to the correct video when asked to find the novel actions (e.g.,
“Find wugging!”). We predict that when children have access to social
information like eye gaze, they will be faster to learn these novel actions
compared to when they do not. We are currently still collecting data for this
study, so a big thank you to families who have participated so far!

Age Range: 2-3 years old
Can children make guesses about new word
meanings?
Sammy Floyd, Adele E. Goldberg, & Casey Lew-Williams
We often do not realize that most words have multiple meanings (water runs,
but not in the same way a child runs, and not in the same way a motor runs).
In this iPad study, we taught 2 to 3-year-olds new, made-up words. We then
tested whether they would extend these new word labels to other, visually
similar meanings, and whether they would use those extended meanings to
learn a third word meaning!
So far, we have found that toddlers can figure out multiple meanings for
words and use subsequent inferences to guess even more word meanings!

Age Range: 2.5-3.5 years old
How do bilingual children learn new words in English
and Spanish at the same time?
Chris Potter, Diana Ortiz, Cierra Moore, & Casey Lew-Williams
When children are growing up in bilingual homes, they have to learn that
objects have two names, such as a round toy that is called a ball in English,
but a pelota in Spanish. We wanted to know if children to learn words more
easily when they hear different people speak each of their languages. For
example, some children might be used to hearing their grandmother speak
Spanish, but their dad usually speaks English. Does that give them an
advantage in learning new words?
In this study, bilingual toddlers saw new objects and heard their names in
both English and Spanish from two different people. Sometimes, they heard
speakers who always used the same language- for instance, they might hear
a female speaker say all the Spanish names, and a male speaker say all the
English names. Other times, they heard both speakers use both languages.
We wanted to know if children could learn both the English and Spanish
words, and whether it helped them to hear different people use different
languages.

So far, we’re finding that children learn words equally well when speakers
use one or two languages. We’ve also seen that they seem to have an easier
time learning words in the language that they hear more often- that is,
children whose parents speak more Spanish to them learn words in Spanish
more quickly. While we’re still working on this study and there’s a lot we don’t
know yet, it looks like bilingual children don’t necessarily need to hear their
languages spoken by different people, and we’re continuing to try to
understand the types of things parents can do to help their children
understand and speak two languages fluently.

Age Range: 3-4 years old
Why do toddlers say things like “goed”?
Crystal Lee, Adele Goldberg, & Casey Lew-Williams
You might have noticed children often say funny things like “goed”, “buyed”,
or “throwed”. They probably have not heard people in their lives say these
things, so why are they saying these things? These sorts of “errors” are
referred to as overregularizations, where children are (smartly) adding an “ed” past tense ending to irregular verbs that do not take the past tense
ending. In this study, we seek to figure out why children are producing these
overregularizations. We hypothesize that it’s not because children don’t
know the right word (i.e., that it’s “went” instead of “goed”), but that they have
trouble accessing the right word in their head because of their developing
cognitive abilities. In this study, we will test this by having children produce
these irregular verbs, as well as irregular plurals such as man/men and
person/people. As they produce these words, they will be asked to speak
either normally, or as fast as possible in order to introduce more difficulty to
tax their cognitive abilities. We will also test their comprehension of the right
forms of these words. We predict that children will be more likely to produce
overregularizations when trying to speak quickly, and that their
comprehension of the correct form will not relate to their production of these
errors. This study is still on-going, so we very much appreciate all the families
who have participated in this project!

Age Range: 4.5-5.5 years old
What do children learn from picture books?
Ellie Breitfeld, Chris Potter, & Casey Lew-Williams
Reading picture books is a very popular activity for parents and children to
do together. In a study with 4½– 5½-year-olds, we were interested in what
children are learning when they read with their parents. Picture books contain
a lot of different types of information. For example, they include many
different vocabulary words, a detailed plot, and often a moral lesson. Are
children able to learn all of these different things simultaneously?
In this study, children read a picture book together with their parent. The
book, designed specifically for this study, told a story about Max, who planted
a vegetable garden with his class at school. The book incorporated some
words that children were likely to be unfamiliar with, as well as a lesson about
the importance of sharing. After reading the book with their parent, children
played some games on an iPad to see what they had learned from the story.
While we had predicted that it might be difficult for children to learn many
different things at once, we found that children were able to remember
details, learn new words, and understand the moral lesson from the book.
This study tells us that children are capable of extracting and benefiting from
the many different types of information that are presented in picture books—
even after only reading the story once!

Age Range: 4-6 years old
Can children predict in more “messy” contexts?
Tracy Reuter, Kavindya Dalawella, & Casey Lew-Williams
A number of recent theories propose that prediction – the ability to anticipate
upcoming words in language – is a useful tool for learning. However, most
studies evaluating prediction use very controlled lab-based contexts. In a
recent study, we investigated whether children might predict in more “messy”
naturalistic contexts.

During the study, children saw naturalistic scenes, like the above. We
recorded where they looked as they heard predictive sentences (e.g., Dan
dealt the cards on the table), and neutral sentences (e.g. Dan noticed the
cards on the table).
We find that, as expected, children were faster to look to the target referent
(e.g., cards) during predictive sentences than during neutral sentences. That
is, children were able to use verbs (e.g., dealt) as a clue for what word might
be coming soon. More importantly, they were able to use this information to
identify the target referent within the scene in less than a second. These
novel findings suggest that the predictions we observe in lab may also
happen in the “real world” as children hear speech from caregivers like you.
Thank you for supporting our research!

